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Saving Chicago Students:
Strike Vouchers and SOS Accounts

by Timothy Benson and Lennie Jarratt*

1. Introduction

In December 2015, the 22,000-member Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) voted to authorize its
members to strike in 2016. A strike could keep nearly 400,000 students out of the classroom for
a significant period of time. 

This Heartland Policy Brief examines why
teachers are threatening to strike, the history
of teachers strikes in Illinois, and the
performance and financial challenges faced
by students, their parents, and taxpayers in
Illinois. A three-part plan to save Chicago
students is presented consisting of:

(a) “strike vouchers” – payments of $50 per
student per day to organizations willing to
open their doors to students locked out of
public schools; 

(b) “student opportunity scholarship (SOS) accounts” – parent-controlled savings accounts into
which public funds raised for schools are deposited and from which disbursements to alternative
education providers are allowed; and 

(c) expansion of Illinois’ current individual education tax credit program by raising the
maximum amount of the allowable credit and extending eligibility to include corporations and
individuals who contribute to scholarship management organizations.

* Timothy Benson is a policy analyst for The Heartland Institute and Lennie Jarratt directs Heartland’s
Center for Transforming Education. For more complete bios, see page 17.

© 2016 The Heartland Institute. Nothing in this report should be construed as supporting or opposing any
proposed or pending legislation, or as necessarily reflecting the views of The Heartland Institute.
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These policy ideas are not new. Many states have adopted one, two, or all three of these policies
and there is an extensive literature documenting their success. All three have been proposed
repeatedly in Illinois but have died, usually without votes, in the Illinois legislature.

Illinois has largely been on the sidelines while other states have been updating and improving
their educational finance systems. The threat of another strike by Chicago’s teachers is a
consequence of the city’s and the state’s failures to reform a fundamentally flawed system. Only
by changing the way the system is financed – as the three reforms described here would do – can
the threat of this and future teachers strikes be reduced.

2. About the Threatened Teachers Strike

The union’s rejection in January 2016 of the latest contract offer from Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) left the door open for a strike, which could begin in late May. CTU officials have notified
rank-and-file members they should save 25 percent of every paycheck in preparation for what
could be an extended absence from the classroom.

Although Chicago students’ test results were
below the average for municipalities similar
in size, the median salary for a Chicago
public school teacher was $73,706 in 2015,
making them some of the most handsomely
compensated teachers of any city in the
nation.1 Their median salary is 64 percent
higher than the median household income
for the city of Chicago as a whole ($47,270)

(see Figure 1), and it is 79 percent higher in nominal dollars than the district’s median teacher
salary in 1998, which was $41,118.2  Chicago teachers’ average lifetime earnings are the highest
in the country among teachers in major metropolitan school districts.3

Although CTU teachers and support personnel are required by statute to contribute 9 percent and
8.5 percent of their salaries, respectively, toward their pensions, CPS picks up 77.7 percent of
this individual contribution. This means CTU members pay only 1.5 percent to 2 percent of their

CTU officials have notified
rank-and-file members they should save
25 percent of every paycheck in
preparation for what could be an
extended absence from the classroom.
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salaries toward their pensions.4 By comparison, private-sector workers pay 6.2 percent of their
salaries for Social Security.

CTU notes Illinois teachers do not receive Social Security benefits in addition to their pensions,
suggesting their pensions are not so excessive. But the Social Security benefits private-sector
workers receive each year are capped; the annual cap for 2016 is $31,668.5 The average starting
pension for a CTU retiree in fiscal year 2011 was $77,496.6 CTU members can look forward to a
retirement in which they earn more than double the maximum benefit available under Social
Security.

Disagreements over pension contributions, and who is to pay for them in the future, are one of
the main reasons CTU is threatening to strike in 2016. CPS expects CTU personnel to start
paying their full pension contributions once their current contract expires. CTU President Karen

Figure 1
Median Income

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, State & County QuickFacts, 2015
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Lewis has called that expectation a “strike-worthy” issue.7 Other CTU demands include smaller
class sizes, a 3 percent pay increase, the hiring of 1,000 new employees, a “paperwork limit” for
teachers, a freeze on charter school expansion and school closings, and a reduction in the number
of standardized tests given to district students.8

Meanwhile, CPS is more than $6 billion in
debt and is running a $1.1 billion structural
deficit, due largely to annual pension
payments that reached $676 million in 2015.
Annual deficits in excess of $1 billion are
expected through 2020. In February 2016,
the city negotiated a $725 million sale, with
an 8.5 percent yield, of CPS’s “junk”-rated
bonds. According to Bloomberg Business,

“no state or local government has managed to issue so much debt with credit ratings as low as
Chicago’s schools.”9 The financial situation in the district is so dire that Illinois Gov. Bruce
Rauner has floated the possibility of the state taking over CPS and allowing the district to file for
bankruptcy.10

3. History of Teachers Strikes in Illinois

A teachers strike in 2016 would be the second experienced by Chicago since 2012 and at least
the tenth since CTU received collective bargaining rights in 1966. The 2012 teachers strike
lasted nine days, and a teachers strike in 1987, the longest the city has experienced so far, lasted
19 days. The average length of time Chicago teachers have been out of their classrooms per
strike is 8.1 days.

Chicago is not the only school district in Illinois subjected to strikes in recent years. There have
been 16 such walkouts in Illinois since 2010. Prospect Heights School District 23 (1,500
students) and McHenry County School District 156 (2,300 students) had teachers walk out for

The financial situation in the district is
so dire that Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner
has floated the possibility of the state
taking over CPS and allowing the
district to file for bankruptcy.
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12 and eight days, respectively, in fall 2015. Also in fall 2015, teachers in East St. Louis School
District 189 stayed out of classrooms for 21 school days, essentially cancelling classes for the
entire month of October for 6,000 students. A month-long strike in October 2014 left idle the
17,000 students of Waukegan Community Unit School District 60.

The longest teachers strike in the history of Illinois, and what is believed to be the longest
recorded strike in the nation’s history, took place from October 16, 1986 to June 23, 1987 in the
small town of Homer in Champaign County. It essentially lasted an entire school year –
156 school days – and some residents say the marathon strike did permanent damage to the
fabric of their community, from which it has yet to recover fully.11

Students suffer when teachers are out of their classrooms. A working paper from the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) shows 10 days of teacher absences over the course of a
school year can significantly reduce student achievement in mathematics.12 Teacher absences,
the study found, “radically reduced … instructional intensity” by creating “discontinuities of
instruction [and] the disruption of regular routines and procedures of the classroom.”13

In addition, time children spend out of the
classroom is time in which previous gains in
achievement begin to atrophy, and this is
especially true of low-income students.
Whereas most students come into a new
school year having lost some of the gains
made in mathematics and reading during the
previous school year, research has shown
low-income students tend to lose more
ground over summer break than their higher-income peers.14

Classroom time lost due to strikes, especially lengthy work stoppages, increases the already-
significant achievement gap between students from low-income and higher-income families.
This is a particular problem for Chicago, where 87 percent of public school students are
classified as “low-income,” meaning they qualify for reduced-price lunch programs, live in

Time children spend out of the
classroom is time in which previous
gains in achievement begin to atrophy,
and this is especially true of
low-income students.
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families receiving government financial aid, or live in substitute care.15 Any time out of the
classroom is time these students can ill afford to lose.

4. Poor Student Performance

Even when classes are in session, Chicago students are not receiving a quality education, placing
them at higher risk of falling behind during a strike. Standardized tests show only about
one-fourth of Chicago’s students are being educated to a degree that allows them to transition
comfortably to the next grade level and then to college.

The district’s scores on the National Assessment for Educational Progress (NAEP) tests,
colloquially known as the “Nation’s Report Card,” are far below what they should be. NAEP
testing has been ongoing since 1966, with district-level testing beginning in 2002. Only
30 percent of Chicago’s fourth graders and 25 percent of eighth graders scored at or above
proficient in mathematics on the 2015 test, and only 27 percent of fourth graders and 24 percent
of eighth graders did so in reading.16 (See Figure 2.) Although these scores represent a
significant increase from a decade ago – the percentage of students testing proficient in math has
more than doubled since 2005 – Chicago students remain below the national average for large
cities.17

The disappointing results of Chicago’s NAEP scores are confirmed by the Common
Core-aligned Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) testing,
which states began implementing in 2010.18 Only 29 percent of CPS district students met or
exceeded proficiency in English and language arts on PARCC, and just 21 percent met or
exceeded proficiency in math. Those who exceeded proficiency were just 4 and 2 percent of
students, respectively.19 (See Figure 3.)

Seven entire schools failed to bring a single child up to proficiency, and 143 schools had fewer
than 10 percent of their students test proficient. Only 45 of the 525 Chicago schools for which
numbers were available, or 8.5 percent of CPS schools, enabled half of their students to test
proficient. Put another way, an incredible 91.5 percent of CPS schools, staffed by CTU teachers,
failed to enable half of their students to test proficient on the PARCC exam.20 (See Figure 4.) 
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Figure 2
CPS Students’ NAEP Proficiency

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/districts/.

Figure 3
CPS Students’ PARCC Proficiency

Source: Illinois Report Card, http://www.illinoisreportcard.com/District.aspx?source=
Trends&source2=Parcc&Districtid=15016299025. 
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Given the results of these two tests, it is not surprising only 28 percent of CPS high school
students scored at least a 21 on the ACT exam, the score needed to “[classify them] as being
Ready for College Coursework.”21 (See Figure 5.)

The city recently had to revise downward its 77 percent graduation rate to 75 percent after it was
found 4,500 more students had dropped out of school since 2011 than had been previously
reported.22 Seventy-one percent of all CPS graduates attending an Illinois community college

Figure 4
CPS Schools Proficiency

Only 3 percent of CPS schools enabled most of their students to test proficient on the PARCC exam.
Six percent enabled half of their students to test proficient. Fully 91 percent of CPS schools could not
get even half their students to test proficient. Source: 2015 Illinois PARCC Scores, Chicago Tribune,
website, no date, apps.chicagotribune.com/news/local/parcc-scores-2015/#/districts/
150162990250000?_k=g3g40z.
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require remediation coursework.23  All of this poor achievement comes at an operational cost of
$15,120 per student per year, well above the Illinois average of $12,521 and the latest national
average of $12,401 per student per year.24 Despite these poor levels of performance by Chicago
students, only 2.9 percent of district teachers were rated “unsatisfactory” on CPS’s REACH
Students evaluation system.25 

5. The Strike Voucher

Stuck between the CTU rock and the CPS hard place are the children of Chicago. As state policy
currently stands, if CTU decides to strike, the children attending the city’s public schools will
once again be forced into idleness and will miss irreplaceable instruction time that will be
difficult to make up.

Parents should not have to watch their children be used as pawns in a struggle over money, and
they should not have to fret over how they will keep their children safe when CTU forces them
from their classrooms. To shift the focus back to the students, Illinois policymakers should

Figure 5
CPS Student ACT College Readiness

Source: 2015 Illinois PARCC Scores, Chicago Tribune, website, no date,
apps.chicagotribune.com/news/local/parcc-scores-2015/#/districts/150162990250000?_k=g3g40z.
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consider creating a “strike voucher” and “student opportunity scholarship (SOS) accounts” to
help students during and after a teachers strike.

Education vouchers are a predetermined amount of money families are provided to pay for their
students’ tuition at another school. There are currently 26 voucher programs across 15 states,
enrolling nearly 170,000 students.26 Vouchers have been proposed multiple times over the years
in Illinois, including model legislation produced by The Heartland Institute, without legislative
success.27

The Milwaukee Parental Choice Program,
one of the nation’s first voucher programs
when it was enacted in 1990, now enrolls
more than 27,000 students.28 It has helped
produce gains not only for voucher students
themselves, but for Milwaukee Public
Schools students as well. These include a
higher graduation rate, a narrowing of the

achievement gap between white and minority students, and a reduction in dropout rates.29

Similarly, a recent study of vouchers in Florida provides evidence of long-term positive effects
including higher college persistence and higher earnings.30 

A “strike voucher” would be similar to other education vouchers currently in operation, except it
would pay only for a single day of a student’s use of an alternative education option. It would be
renewed for each succeeding day until the strike ends.

Starting on the first day of a teacher walkout, the strike voucher would give any student currently
enrolled in a CPS school access to a safe place where learning could continue. Any charter,
private, or parochial school in the district with the room to enroll additional students would be
given a stipend of $50 per day for each strike-displaced student it takes in. Other non-school

Starting on the first day of a teacher
walkout, the strike voucher would give
any student currently enrolled in a CPS
school access to a safe place where
learning could continue.
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institutions, such as libraries, museums, Boys and Girls Clubs, YMCAs, and similar private
organizations, also could participate and apply for the strike vouchers.

Currently, when a school day is cancelled due to a strike, teachers are not paid for that day.
Funds that would have gone toward paying teachers would be available to pay for the strike
vouchers instead. Historically, during the collective bargaining process, CTU has negotiated in
its new contract with CPS for a return of pay forfeited during a strike. Under the strike voucher
plan, negotiators would be required to reduce this strike makeup pay by the amount spent on
strike vouchers, meaning striking teachers would fund the voucher program.

By financing the program out of the CTU
teachers’ strike makeup-day pay, the strike
voucher program would impose no additional
net cost on taxpayers or CPS. For example, if
a strike lasted eight days and 1,000 district
students made use of the strike voucher for
each day, $400,000 would be taken out of
CTU strike makeup-day pay. This
arrangement would act as a penalty paid by
the striking teachers to reflect the cost they are imposing on the rest of the community,
increasing with every day the strike continues.

Not all of Chicago’s 400,000 students would be able to make use of the strike voucher at schools
within the district, as private and charter schools may not have enough seats available to
accommodate them all. The Archdiocese of Chicago Catholic Schools is the largest private
school system in the United States, yet it serves only 79,000 students in Cook and Lake
Counties. Charter school enrollment in the district is just 57,000 students, or 14 percent of
district market share. The Fordham Institute ranked Chicago as 11th out of 30 for school-choice-
friendliness among large U.S. cities.31

With limited seating at brick-and-mortar schools available for strike-displaced students, parents
should be allowed to take their strike voucher stipend to tutoring facilities, online virtual schools,
and, for very young students, daycare facilities. During the 2012 strike, many private
organizations acted to provide safe spaces for children who were locked out of the city’s public
schools. Government agencies, including the Chicago Transit Authority and Chicago Police and
Fire Departments, also pitched in. As Sara Johnson of CityLab wrote at the time,

The city has 144 “Children First” district-organized care sites as well as over 50
“Safe Haven” sites. The Chicago Children’s Museum is offering [free admission
for every five students accompanied by a paid adult admission]. The YMCA of
Metro Chicago extended hours to accommodate 1,500 students. Chicago Public
Library tweeted that it’s reserved computers for CPS students who need to

By financing the program out of the
CTU teachers’ strike makeup-day pay,
the strike voucher program would
impose no additional net cost on
taxpayers or CPS.
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complete online course work. The Chicago Transit Authority is providing free
rides to any student with proper ID, and the Chicago Police Department has
extended hours for tactical units and placed additional uniform officers on the
streets.32

Strike voucher funds could be used to reimburse these organizations for extra costs incurred in
accommodating CPS students. For example, the Chicago Children’s Museum or other city
museums could be reimbursed the cost of admission per head and per day for each admitted
student. Personnel and other costs incurred by organizations such as the YMCA for extending
hours could be covered up to $50 per student, per day, as long as they provide at least half a
day’s worth of educational activity for each day of accommodation.

6. Student Opportunity Scholarship (SOS) Accounts

The second stage of protecting Chicago students in the event of an extended strike is allowing
parents to transition from strike vouchers to education savings accounts (ESAs) if the strike
extends beyond nine days. The student opportunity scholarship (SOS) account would be a

mechanism to encourage independent schools
to take in as many strike voucher students as
possible. Families could convert temporary
strike vouchers into SOS accounts on the
tenth school day of a strike. SOS accounts
would allow parents to turn their children’s
temporary placement at independent schools
into actual enrollment at those schools.

An ESA is a personalized account set up for each public school student. Each year, the state
deposits a specific amount of money into the account. The parents then pay, usually via a
state-provided debit card, for a public charter, private, online, or combination of schooling and
other approved education options.

ESAs are the most flexible school choice option with the most allowable expenditures. In some
states, parents can save unused money for higher education expenses. Five states currently have
ESA programs serving nearly 7,000 students. The longest-running ESA is now helping more
than 2,500 students in Arizona. Florida’s ESA, with 4,080 students enrolled, has the country’s
largest program by participation.33

SOS accounts would allow parents to
turn their children’s temporary
placement at independent schools into
actual enrollment at those schools.
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Illinois state Rep. Tom Morrison introduced an ESA bill in 2015 (House Bill 417).34 The
measure would have created a near-universal ESA in Illinois. All public school students with a
total family income of less than or equal to 250 percent of the income threshold for the federal
free or reduced-price lunch program would be eligible to participate. The Heartland Institute has
many resources describing the value and implementation of ESAs.35

CPS currently funds schools according to a per-student formula, enabling them to direct the
correct amount of funds to each traditional public school and to district charter schools based on
enrollment choices. This same per-student
funding formula could be used to fund the
SOS accounts, prorated according to the
number of days remaining in the school year
at the time of the change.

Funding for the SOS accounts could be
appropriated from CPS district monies and
any remaining state funding that has not been paid to CPS for the per-student education funding.
Funds would be placed in an account created in each student’s name and managed by the Illinois
State Comptroller’s Office. A maximum of 5 percent would be charged to the account for
management purposes by the comptroller’s office. 

In subsequent years, the state would automatically deposit its share of the pupil’s education
funds into the account for each student wishing to continue his or her SOS account. This amount
should be equal to 100 percent of the average per-student education funding provided CPS in the
prior school year for low-income students. The amount deposited into the account could be
slightly lower, at 90 percent, for students who are not low income. Parents would then fully
direct the funds to the school or other education options for their child.

Although SOS account students would be independent of the CPS system, for purposes of
funding they would still be considered CPS students. This ensures CPS would not rush to settle a
strike on the ninth day on terms disproportionately unfavorable to the district just to avoid a
serious loss of immediate funding.

7. Expanding the Tax Credit

The third part of the plan to save Chicago’s students is to expand the state’s individual education
tax credit (IETC) program by lifting caps and making it refundable for parents, and including a
scholarship tax credit (STC) component to allow other individuals and corporations to contribute
to scholarship management organizations. These programs would cover expenses that exceed the
funding available from the SOS accounts. This process is known as “topping off” – allowing

Funds would be placed in an account
created in each student’s name and
managed by the Illinois State
Comptroller’s Office. 
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parents and others to contribute toward tuition and other expenses that exceed the amount
reimbursed by a government program.

Individual education tax credits (IETCs) cover tuition, tutoring services, specialty courses, and
other education-related expenses. More than 302,000 people in Illinois take advantage of the
currently available credit.36 Unfortunately, Illinois’ IETC is very limited. The state’s current
limit is 25 percent of education costs after the first $250, with a maximum credit of only $500
per family. Parents must spend at least $2,250 on educational expenses and have a state income
tax liability of at least $500 to receive the maximum credit.37 

With a few modifications, such as making the
credit refundable and raising it to Illinois’
average per-pupil public school expenditure,
the state’s IETC “could be one of the
country’s most effective school choice
programs,” according to the Friedman
Foundation for Educational Choice.38 Four
other states have IETC programs, with an
estimated 493,000 participants.39

Scholarship tax credits (STCs) allow
corporations and individuals to deduct from their state income taxes the amount of donations
made to a scholarship management organization (SMO). This amount is usually capped at some
percentage of the business’s total tax liability, and the total amount of such donations is also
often limited by state statute, with some states including an automatic increase if the previous
year’s donations exceed 90 percent of the cap. Currently 16 states have 21 STC programs
providing scholarships to 226,000 students.40

Illinois’ IETC could be expanded into an STC program, allowing a tax deduction for the full cost
of tuition for parents paying out of their own pocket. The SMOs managing these donations
would provide scholarships to top off the additional tuition costs above the original ESA

With a few modifications, such as
making the credit refundable and
raising it to Illinois’ average per-pupil
public school expenditure, the state’s
IETC “could be one of the country’s
most effective school choice
programs.”
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42 Ibid.
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amounts. This would give low-income families access to schools and education opportunities
currently out for reach of many parents.

STCs and IETCs would allow corporations and individuals to help fund education more directly.
Tax credits would encourage private donations to help the city’s underprivileged students gain
access to a high quality education they otherwise would not be able to afford, making it possible
for parents to “build” an education that fits the unique needs of each child.

8. Conclusion

Chicago parents already are looking for ways to remove their children from their poorly run,
CTU-staffed neighborhood Chicago Public Schools. Nearly half of all CPS students (49 percent)
are opting out of their zoned neighborhood schools and attending a different district-run school.41

At the high school level, only 27 percent of CPS students attend their neighborhood school.42

Twenty-nine percent of all opt-out families
are choosing to send their children to charter
schools. It is reasonable to believe even more
would do so if more charter opportunities
were available in Chicago. Charter school
operators plan to open 21 new campuses in
the city through 2018, but the city could
support many more.43

Strikes are a part of the natural order in the collective bargaining process. When teachers strike,
however, the children are always the losers. In Chicago, where most students are low-income
and most are not being educated to a satisfactory level, strikes are even more devastating than
elsewhere.

In the first four months of 2016, Chicago had already seen 175 murders and 1,109 shootings.44

By shutting children out of their classrooms, CTU will harm its charges not only academically.
By forcing them out into the streets, CTU will literally put children’s lives at risk.

Strike vouchers and SOS accounts
would allow all parents, no matter
their income, to ensure their children
have the opportunity to attend a safe
and effective school.
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Teachers unions currently face no significant repercussions for walking out of their classrooms.
For CTU, a strike is a mild interruption, but for students and parents, it is a massive disruption.
CTU has made a habit of using Chicago children as pawns. Under this strike voucher plan, CTU
would be charged daily for each of the thousands of students it abandoned who takes advantage
of the strike voucher, giving CTU an incentive to reconsider its penchant for walking off the job.

The very existence of the strike voucher and SOS accounts may make teachers strikes in Chicago
less likely. Knowing their students could use strike vouchers to leave their public schools and
never come back might be enough to make CTU think twice about locking students out of their
schools in the first place.

The goal of strike vouchers, SOS accounts, an
expanded IETC is to make sure as many
Chicago children as possible will be freed
from forces outside of their control standing
in the way of their continuing education. All
parents, no matter their income, would be
allowed to ensure their children have the
opportunity to attend a safe and effective

school, free from the continual tug-of-war between school districts and teachers unions, of which
they are frequently caught in the middle.

# # #

The goal is to make sure as many
Chicago children as possible will be
freed from forces outside of their
control standing in the way of their
continuing education. 
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